**Introduction**

In the active medium of Electronic Energy Explosion, initiated by electric discharge near ferrite surface, takes place the nitrogen oxidation branched chain reaction [1,2]. The inverted populations of electronic states of several molecules formed in the chain reaction were observed at these conditions [3]. Moreover Laser generation and Dicke super-radiance were observed in the EEE active medium [4,5]. The air at atmospheric pressure was used in all the published experiments with EEE. The volume of EEE active medium at such conditions did not exceed 20-50 cubic centimeters. In the work [6] the transfer of inflammation from the EEE active medium to adjacent zones was observed at atmospheric pressure. Electric field with tension about 1000 V/cm was needed for transfer the inflammation. However one should expect nitrogen oxides production (and laser generation energy) to be increased by increasing gas pressure and / or volume of the reaction zone. The Aim of this study was an attempt to perform the EEE at the pressure exceeding 1 atm.

**Methods of Experiment**

A bottle of 1 L volume made of transparent plastic served as reactor in this work. The bottle was equipped with hermetically fitted cover. Through the holes in the cover we brought in the bottle two wires contacting with a piece of ferromagnetic dielectric of the type 3000HMC (nickel-manganese ferrite with \( \mu = 3000 \), which is used for magnetic cores of TV fly back transformers). The piece of ferrite was hung on the wires inside the bottle. Another hole in the cover was drilled for the connecting pipe joined to the compressor. The fourth hole in the cover was used for connecting of the manometer. This arrangement enabled to achieve about 1.5 atm absolute air pressure in the bottle. The electrical circuit used for discharge initiation was described earlier [7]. It contains AC-rectifier with output voltage 440 V, 2 capacitors and a switch for connecting charged capacitors to the discharge gap [7]. A digital camera Sony DSC-650 was used for video recording of EEE in the bottle (Figure 1).

**Results of Experiment**

A frame of video containing EEE image inside the bottle at atmospheric pressure is placed at Figure 1. It can be seen that the
radiating active zone of EEE has the volume no more then 100 cm$^3$ and is located close to the discharge gap. (The distance between the contact points of wires on the ferrite surface was approximately 4 mm). The frame of video at Figure 2 contains the image of EEE inside the bottle at the pressure 1.3 atm. In that case the radiating active zone filled the entire volume of the bottle (Figure 2).

**Figure 2:** The video frame containing an image of EEE inside the bottle with air at pressure 1.3 atm.

**Discussion**

In the previous experiments [1-4] the extinction of radiating active zone beyond the reach of electric field was observed. At the pressures higher then 1.3 atm the radiating zone filled up the entire volume of reactor; no extinction of radiation intensity with distance from the discharge gap was observed. An experiment with the reactor volume 10 L was performed and it showed the same result (at the air pressure more then 1.3 atm the EEE radiating zone filled the entire reactor volume 10 l). According to the Chemical Kinetic model of the nitrogen oxidation chain reaction [8] the chains branching rate is proportional to the factor $k[NO][M]$, where $M$ is the total concentration of molecules in the gas. It means that the chains branching rate rises proportional to the air pressure in the reactor. In the same way, NO concentration achieved in the reaction zone rises proportional M too. Transfer of NO and $O(1S)$ atoms in the fresh air mixture results in development of chemical luminescent flash in it. This mechanism of inflammation propagation does not depend on the reactor volume. For this reason one can expect that the radiating active zone will fill the reactor of any big volume. So the amount of reaction products (nitrogen oxides) together with the production energetically effectiveness will rise unrestrictedly with enhancing of reactor volume.
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